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Valentine Cupcake Topper
To Make the Rosette Topper  
1. Cut a piece of paper 2” wide by 5” long.
2. Fan fold across the narrow width of the strip as shown  
 in the illustration below.

3. Staple center.
4. Open out on either side of the center fold to create   
 a circle. Glue sides together.
5. Cut a silver glitter pipe cleaner in half. 
6. Hot glue a  glass bead to top of pipe cleaner.
7. Using Gold Crinkle wire, tie a triple bow and hot glue   
 to back of rosette.
8. Attach a Valentine cutout to front of rosette.
9. Glue rosette to pipe cleaner using a hot glue gun.
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To Make our Valentine Favor 
1. Cut a piece of pleated or plain cardstock 4” wide         
 by 2” tall. 

2. Connect the ends to make a tube, glue sides using     
 hot glue gun.

3. From card stock, cut out a 1 ¾” diameter, scallop   
 edges with decorative scissors.

4. Attach paper tube to the center of circle using hot   
 glue gun.

5. Thread 3 glass beads to a 7” piece of silver glitter pipe  
 cleaner and hot glue ends to each inside of tube.

6. Tie a silver ribbon around center of tube.

To Make the Handle for Cupcakes 
Featured on the Cover
1. Cut a length of silver glitter pipe cleaner that is long  
 enough to tuck in each side of the cupcake to create    
 a handle.

2. Thread 3 glass beads—you can choose any bead you  
 like or use vintage mercury glass beads, such as the  
 ones we featured—to center of pipe cleaner.

3. Print “Valentine” onto paper, cut out, and attach to side  
 of pipe cleaner.

4. Attach handle to cupcake by tucking both ends into  
 cupcake.
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Printable Valentine Cutouts


